
New takes on old faves — Formentera spectators of all ages gear up for weekend of theatre
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The Formentera Council's Office of Culture reports that this weekend the local cinema (Sala de
Cultura) will host two performances of stage productions. Tomorrow, Saturday March 4, El
Somni Produccions brings its “Un tramvia anomenat desig,” a recasting of “A Streetcar
named Desire”. Admission for the 55-minute show, which gets going at 9.00pm, is five euros for
adults and three euros for anyone under 25.

  

Clinging to the past and her own bourgeois pride, Blanche Dubois pays a visit to her sister
Stella, a vivacious woman who, together with her rather gruff husband, Stanley Kowalski,
stands firmly in the present. Tennessee Williams' production is chock full of neurotic, fierce and
tormented characters, who, every one of them, hold out hope they will catch that last train, the
one known as Desire. Sergi Baos adapts and directs this acclaimed Williams piece.

  

Baos claims his overriding inspiration in choosing the play was its treatment of “that fragile
balance we all occupy. Any old occurrence, however small, can set off the bomb
within—unleash the violence that's inside all of us. Lorca, Büchner, Koltès, Mouawad and Cela
understood it as well. They're all aboard this 'streetcar' too. Any human story is a story of
violence”.

  

Theatre for kids
Sunday March 5, the little ones can look forward to Musics Viatgers' production of “Els Músics
de Bremen”
(“Town Musicians of Bremen” as it is called in English). The free show, which starts at 6.00pm
in the cinema, is based on the traditional Brothers Grimm tale of the friendship and resolve of
four abandoned animals: a mule, dog, cat and rooster. When their future as home-body pets
suddenly becomes uncertain, the four decide to start an orchestra and chase stardom in
Bremen.

  

The original score from musicians/puppet-masters Brönnhilde Ekermans Visagie and Francesc
Bonnín Socías is based on popular Balearic melodies. Buoyed by refreshingly quaint
techniques of shadow play, Músics Viatgers take us to a world where bright lights and wild
imagination are set against meticulously crafted aesthetic and music.
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